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Clowny and Sharky never seem to find a single moment to relax – right after the last adventure their only plan is to rest their
weary scales, when suddenly right in front 5d3b920ae0
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I waited too long to get a refund and now I'm stuck with it. Oh, it looks so cute with the cartoon fish and stuff. But the gameplay
is unbalanced. I assume that this was a mobile phone game with microtransactions, because it's too hard the way it is. They don't
give you enough cards in a deck to play without getting extra items. There's a shop you can buy stuff in, but you only get a small
amount of money by playing. So either do a lot of grinding or give up. I'm just glad they don't have achievements, especially a
"get 3 stars on every level" achievement, because that would be near impossible. This is the "Three Towers" type of solitaire.
Similar to Faerie Solitaire, but no where near as good.. It's a good solitaire : beautiful, fun to play and the story isn't so bad.. very
short game disappointing. This is not your ordinary card game.as in - you cannot combo your way to perfection. There are so
many different events at play here - making this game a pure challenge. It has very nice graphics, animation, characters, story
and sound effects/music. You can even have fun playing in a fish casino. There are plenty of trophies to collect and gaze upon
the wonderfully created objects (such as the mini Wild Card Shells!). You will have fun if you really love figuring out complex
(not that overly complex) mechanics to a card game.. gets repetitive quick and not much to it. basic solitaire here. nothing too
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